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Abstract 
Networked systems play major roles in our society by providing critical services such as intelligent 

transportation systems and the smart grid. The operation of networked systems relies on the estimation 

procedure which computes the values of the desired variables based on noisy information collected by 

sensors. However, sensors' measurements might contain private information. Thus, revealing the output of 

an estimator to an untrusted party might result in the loss of privacy. For example, the occupancy level of 

a building, which is considered as private information, can be inferred from temperature estimates. 
  



In this talk, we will study the design of the optimal privacy-aware estimator of a public (non-private) 

random variable based on noisy measurements which contain private information. The privacy metric is 

defined as the discrete conditional entropy of the private random variable, which carries the private 

information, given the output of the estimator. The objective is to design an estimator for the public random 

variable such that the leakage of the private information, via the estimation process, is kept below a certain 

level. We will show that the optimal privacy-aware estimator is the solution of a convex optimization 

problem. The notion of perfect-privacy is introduced which ensures that the estimator’s output is 

independent of the private information. It will be shown that the optimal perfect-privacy estimator is the 

solution of a linear optimization problem. A sufficient condition for the existence of the optimal perfect-

privacy estimator will be presented. 
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